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CONGRATULATIONS!
Your new AD12BK Memory Card is the ideal companion for your ADBOB8 Processor Card. Together, the ADBO8B
and the AD12BK cards form a system of vast capacity and lightning speed, dwarfing the Apple in comparison. The
Memory Card brings your "AD" system to a new peak of performance.
The versatile ribbon cable inter-connection scheme allows you to plug the Memory Card into any of four slots
near your Processor Card. lt also leaves your Processor Card's Expansion Port available for future accessories or
peripherals of your own design. Since this scheme also moves the B0BB processor chip onto the Memory Card,
you can add an B0B7 numeric processor chip, which connects directly to the B0BB.
Your Memory Card features the same high standard of quality and craftsmanship as your Processor Card. We
hope you will enjoy faultless performance for years to come.

Hardware Design: John Ridges, Steve Wells.
Software Design: John Ridges.
Manual: Philip Tubb.
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CAUTI0t{! Read the entire installation procedure before beginning. Inproper
installation can cause damage to sensitive electronic components.

GENERAL INSTALLATION
Our confidence in the reliability of the AD8088 Pnocessor Card and the
AD128K Memory Card is reflected by our full I year warranty. However, we can
only warrant our work, not yours.

Read the installation procedure below
carefully. If you have any doubts about attempting installation, we recommend
you send the AD8p88 and the AD128K cards to ALF for assembly and checkout
(include any RAt-l chips or 8987 chip to be installed, insure shipment, g'ive clearly
printed shipping address, and include $5 for postage and handling).

1.

Turn the Apple off and remove the top cover (see your App'le manual for

detail s).

2. All Apple-compatible circuit cards are sensitive to static electricity.
Care should be taken to protect cards from excessive static. It is best to carry
a card in one hand, and touch objects on'ly with the. other hand (thus avoiding
discharge through the cand). After opening the Apple, you should eliminate any
static charge you may have accumulated (by walking on carpets, for example) by
touching the metal power supply case in the left side of the App1e.

3.

Remove

the

Memory Card and the Processor Card
Processor Cand from its shipping box.

at

If

you purchased the
the same time, simply remove the

AD8088 Processor Card from

the App1e.

4. You will need the following items on a table with sufficient working
area to handle both cards: (1) the Processor Card, (2) the Memory Card, (3) a
small regular screwdriver, (4) any

this

RAM

chips

or' 8987

chip

to be installed, and (5)

manual.

5.

By sitting at the table with evenything you need, and avoiding leaving
the table and returning, the possiblity of damage due to static electnicity is
reduced. If working on a carpeted area, avoid scuffing your feet against the
carpet as this may induce a static charge.

6. RAM chips and/or the 8087 chip should be installed at this time. Place
the

Memory Card on

the table as shown in the photo below.

Memory Card

The

Installation I-2

fjrst 64K of RAM (consisting of ejght 64K by 1b'it memory chi,ps, pant number

with 159 nanosecond access time) js installed in the lower row of 8 sockets
at the left side of the card. The "pin 1" marker, a small dot near pin number I
or a s*ail half circle at one end of the chip, goes toward the bottom of the
cand, as shown in the photo below.
4164

is installed by removjng it from its protective packing foam and
placing
carefully
one row of p'ins'in the socket, pushing the chip toward that
row until the other row of pins can be inserted in the socket, and then pressing
the chip firmly into the socket. Carefully observe that all pins actually go into
thein assoc'iated holes in the socket, not bending under or bending outward away
from the socket.
The second 64K of RAM'is installed'in the upper row of 8 sockets, as shown
Each chip

bel ow.

The 8087 Numerjc Data Processor chip should be handled with great care,
since it is fa'inly expensive. Since it has many pins,'it js more djfficult to
install than the RAM chips. Remove the 8987 fromits black pin protector by
carefully pulling one end up a l'ittle, then the othen end, and so on until the pin
protector falls easily off. Save the pin protector jn case it is ever desjrable
to remove the 8P87. Being sure the pin I manker is toward the bottom of the
boand (as shown in the photo below),'insert one row of pins slightly intb the
socket. Push the chip toward that rov{ until the other row of pins can be
inserted in the socket. Press the chip finmly'into the socket, again observing
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that all pins actually go into their associated holes in the socket.

7.

Remove the 8088 from
screwdniver under the right end

js

the Processor Card: carefully place a
of the 8p88, as shown below.

small

the 8088, but not under the socket. There is a
small gap between the 8988 and the socket. Prying gently up (pness'ing the
screwdriver down on the 8284 chip), raise the right end of the 8988 slightly.
Place the screwdriver under the left end of the 8088, and pry the left end
Be sure

the

slightly

up:

screwdniver^.

u.nder

Continue raising the right and

Ieft

ends unt'il the 8988 easily pops out

of

the

socket.

Insent the 8088 jn the Memory Card, at the socket nearest the ribbon
cable. Be sune the pin 1 marker"'is toward the bottom of the card (see photo
below). Again, insert one row of pins slightly, push the chip toward that row
until the other now can be 'inserted, then press the chip finmly into the socket.
0bserve that all pins actually go into their associated holes in the socket, not

8.
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bending under

or

outv',ard.
f ilii:11!r!rlliirtlli:liillii:111;i;it

j:lii::rxr;i:

it
the pin I

ever be necessany to return the 8988 to the Processor Card, note that
marker goes toward the right side of the card (near the 8284), not
near the left as on other chips on the card.
Should

9. Remove the black pin protector from the nibbon cable. This is done by
pulling one end up a 1itt1e, then the othen end, and so on until it falls easily
off. Hold the connector oven the empty 8088 socket on the Processor Card so the
cable goes up (toward the expansion pont connector). Plug'it'into the socket in
the same fashion as the 8p88 was plugged 'into the Memory Card. Save the black
pin pnotectolin case you ever w'ish to remove the Memory Card.

LP. Fold the ribbon cable down and then to the right:

1-4
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is folded down near the 49-pin connector, so it doesn't cover
Port
connector (at the top of the card). Do not remove the p'lastic
the Expans'ion
sh'ield on the ribbon cable; 'it pnotects the cable from the pins on any adjacent
Be sure the cable

ca

rd.

11. The Memory Cand can be plugged into a slot next to the Processor" Card,
or in a slot one posit'ion further down. That js, if the Processor Card is jn
slot 3, the Memory Card can be plugged into slot 1, 2, 4, or 5. Bend the ribbon
cable as shown below so the card stays easily in its s1ot, the ribbon cable not
push'ing it to the left or right. Plug both cards into the Apple (be sure power is
still off), using only enough pnessure to plug the cards'in completely.
(Excessive bendjng can damage the main Apple boand.)

Both cards can be used in any s1ot, including
a card which can only be used in slot 0).

L2.

is

I

(although

I is usually filled by

the top cover (see your Apple manual fop details). Installation
now complete, and you can switch the Apple on if you desire.
Rep'lace

ADDING 64K OR THE 8087

The procedure for add'ing 64K of RAM or an 8987 Numeric Data Processor
ch'ip is similar to the pnocedure for installing them on a newly purchased card
as just described. Turn the Apple off, remove the top cover, and unplug the
Processor Card and Memory Car^d. Now follow step 6 of the previous jnstructions.

Memory Card

Installation

Plug the Processor Card and Memory Card back in the App1e, replace the top
cover, and you're ready to turn the power back on.

TIPS

- Alrays turn the Apple off before inserting or removing any circuit

card.

Considerable damage can occur to the card and your computer otherwise.

-

of the parts used on the Processor

Card and the Memory Card are
particularly static sensitive and may be protected by other parts on the card.
Therefoqe, no part should be removed from the card unless special anti-static
precautions are carefully followed. When removing the 64K RAM chips, the 8087
chip, on the Memory Card ribbon cable, always have the protective foam or pin
protector handy. Put the chip or connector back in the foam or pin protector
directly after unplugging it from the card's socket.
Some

Use considerable care when plugging or unplugging the chips or connectors to
avoid bending the pins. With care, these parts can be inserted many times, but
they ane not designed for frequent removal and insertion.

-

-

Do not attempt to "unp'lug" the ribbon cab'le from
cable is permanently attached to the Memory Card.

the Memory Card. The

ribbon

-

Avoid dropping the Processor Card or Memory Card onto a hard surface or
severly jolt'ing either card. Nonmal hand'ling will not harm the cards, but a iolt
can chip the crystal, suspended inside the small metal can on e'ither card.

-

to the large power consumption of the 8987 chip, an empty slot to
right of the Memory Card is recommended when the 8987 'is installed.
Due

the

SOFTWARE
Software for the Memory Card is on the disk supplied with the Processor
Card. Ear'ly versions of the Processor Card disk may not contain these programs.
The following programs are used with the Memory Card: FTL87, FTL87.B, MEMDISK,
MEMC0PY, MEMDISK.B, MEMC0PY.B, and FAST L0AD. If these programs are not on your
Processor Card disk, return it to ALF fon updat'ing at no charge.
Instructions on preparing the disk for use are contained in the Processor
Card manual. Read the Processor Card manual before reading this manual.

RADIO.TV INTERFERENCE
Today's high speed digital circuitry allows the creation of products which
were impossible just a few years ago. Unfortunate'ly, many operate at the same
speed or "frequency" as the frequencies used for radio, television, and other
broadcasts. Although manufacturers of both digital products and broadcast
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receivers are working to minimize any possible conflict, occasionally problems
may arise in unusual circumstances. See the "Radio-TV Interference" section in
your Processor Card manual for instructions if you suspect there's any problem.
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INTRODUCTION
this product is named the AD128K Memory Card, it actually has two
unrelated functions. First, it accepts 64K or 128K bytes of RAM (random-access
read/write memory) which is directly accessible by the 8p88 processor on the
Although

Processor Card. This is why it's called the "Memory Card". Second, it
accepts an 8987 Numeric Data Processor chip. This is not noted in the name,
since the primary design goal was the memory. For high speed math functions,
the Memory Card can be used with the 8087 alone (with no extra RAM). For
applications requiring extra memory but not faster math functions, the Memory
Card can be used with 64K or' 128K bytes of RAM, and with no 8087. 0r, the
Memory Card can be used with both 64K or 128K of RAM and the 8987 chip.
AD8p88

MEMORY
Add-on memory handly needs any explanation: obviously larger programs can
be used, or several programs can be put in memory at once, or larger amounts of
data can be processed without accessing a slower form of memory (such as a
disk). However, the memory of the Memory Card differs somewhat from othen

expansion memory for the App'le II computer. First, it cannot be di'rectly
accessed by the 65p? processor in the Apple; it can be nead and written only by
the 8088 processor on the AD8p88 card. So, you can't use it as a Language Card,
for examp'le. This doesn't mean the memory can never be used by the Apple; the
MEMDISK program is an example of how the 8988 can be programmed to give the

to the memony in a roundabout way.
Second, it is not "bank selected". Large memony cards for the Apple are
usually div'ided up into numerous "banks", only a few of which can be accessed
by the Apple at any given moment. After the Apple reads one particular'locat'ion,
it cannot necessarily immediately read the next desired location. To read two
different locat'ions in a row, they must both be in the same "bank". If they are
in different banks, a special "bank se1ection" pnocess must be done. Needless to
say, programs must be specially written in order to take advantage of bank
selected memories. The 64K or 128K bytes of memory on the Memory Cand are in
one continuous set of memony addresses. The 8988 can access any location in
the 64K or 128K memory in the same fashion as it accesses any other location
available to jt. No bank selection procedure is required by the cand.
The memony chips in the Apple and the memory chips on the Memory Card are
"dynamic" memories (as opposed to "static" memories). A11 memories are arranged
in "rows" and "columns" of memory cells. Some memony cell in each row of a
dynamic memory must be read periodically or the entire rdw wjll randomize. The
Apple is designed with double speed memories which are used by the processor
half the time and the video display circuitny the other half. It is designed so
the video circuit, as it shows characters one by one on the screen, reads all
rows in the memories; thus preventing them from randomizing. Since the 8988 is
already fainly fast, double speed memories (which are more expensive) are not
desirable. A special controller, ca11ed the 8293, automatjcally accesses each row
65p2 access

Memory Cand

Introduction

at a rate which assures proper operation. Usually, the 8088 doesn't use the
memories constantly, and the 8293 may take advantage of this to read, or
"refresh", memory rows. Sometimes, however, the 8088 must read or write to a
memory at a time when the 82p3 must nefresh it or is already part way through
refreshing; in this case the 8p88 must wait. Under the most inopportune
circumstances, the 8088 must wait for 1 cycle (one five-millionth of a second)
out of each 25 cycles. So, at worst the 8988 runs at 96% of full speed when
using the memory on the Memory. Card. (It nuns at a full 5 MHz when using the

the Processor Card, which is static and thus is always avai'lab1e.) 0f
counse,.the 8988 must slow down considerably to run a program or access data
stored in the Apple's memory.
The 64K or 128K memory can be used directly by programs running under
operating systems such as CP/M-86@ (a tnademark of Digita'l Research) or MS-DOSo
(a trademark of M'icrosoft). When using Apple's DOS 3.2.L or DOS 3.3, the Memory
Card with 128K can be used as if it were a disk (with the MEMDISK pnognam).
Other applications fon the memony can be written in 8088. assembly language.
memory on

8087
The 8087 Numeric Data Processor is a remarkable chip. It adds very fast
mathematical operations to the instruction set of the 8p88. That is, a pnogram
written in assembly or machine language for the 8p88 can also jnclude
instructions for the 8987. The two processors will automatically execute their
own instructions. Further, the 8088 continues on with its next instruction after
an 8987'instruction is read, so both processors can operate at the same time.
The 8087 can handle three sizes of integers (16 bit, 32 bit, and 64 bit), one s'ize
of packed decimal integer (73 b'it), and thnee sizes of floating-point numbers (32
bit which includes a 24 bit signed mant'issa, 64 bit with 53 mantissa bits, and 80
bit with 65 mantissa bits). Just to give you an idea of the range of these
numbers, a 16 bit integer can have values up to plus or minus 32,767 (actua11y
-32,768 to 32,767), which is the range of Integer BASIC. A 24 b'it man.tissa, as
used in the 32 bit floating-point number, cou'ld represent numbers to plus 01.
minus 8,388,6P7. A 32 bit integer (or the 3?. bit mantissa used in Applesoft
BASIC) would go to 2,147,483,647. The 53 bit mantissa of a 64 bit floating-point
number goes to 4,593,599,627,379,495; a 64 bit integer to 9,?23,372,P36,854,775,897;
and a 65 bit mantissa to L8,446,744,P73,799,55L,615. The 73 bit packed decimal
integer uses a less efficient coding, and can represent numbers to plus or minus
999,999,999,999,999,999. The "mantissa" part of floating-point numbers is used to
represent a fract'ional number, and is then multiplied by two to the power of an
"exponent" to "float" the decimal point to any desired range. The exponent takes
up the bits of a floating-point number not used by the mantissa.
Functions available on the 8987 include load, store, exchange, add, subtract,
mult'iply, divide, square root, sca1e, remainder, integer, change sign, absolute
va1ue, compare, examine, test, tangent, arctangent,2 to the X minus 1, and y
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times log base two of X. 0ther functions, such as sine, cosine, arc sine, anc
cosine, natural 1og, 1og base lp, and exponentiation, are easily programmed using
the built in functions. Stack functions are included, allowing expression
evaluation to be done entirely in the most precise format (with conversion to the
desired accunacy done as the last step).
The 8087 chip can be used with FTL87, a version of the Formula Transfer
L'ink program, to speed up Applesoft programs. It can also be used by other
programs written for use with the 8987, or by custom 8p88 programs.

3
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FTL87
FTL87 is a version of the FTL program which uses the 8p87 chip to further
incnease the speed of App'lesoft math functions. (See the description of the FTL
program in the AD8p88 Processor Card manual.) It can be used only when the 8087
chip is installed on the Memory Card.

FTL87 is used in exactly the same
Processor Card manual for complete details.

fashion as FTL. See the

AD8p88

FTL87.B is used in exactly the same fashion as FTL.B (again, see the
Processor Card. manual). The length is the same.
FTL87 and FTL87.B can be moved to your own disk fon convenient use.
Remember you must have a label that reads "FTL87 @1982 by ALF" or "FTL87.B
@ 1982 by ALF" on each such disk. If you plan to sell your program and wish to
put either program on the disks to be so1d, contact ALF for a license agreement.

4
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MEMDISK
MEMDISK is a program

which allows you

to

use the Pnocessor Card and

Memory Card with 128K RAM installed as a single disk dnive. All the usual
commands--CATAL0G, LOAD, SAVE and so forth--will work just as if the cards
really wene a disk drive. Since there's no actual "disk", the cards act more like
a disk drive with one disk already inserted and the door glued shut. And since
the memories need power to retain their contents, it's more like a drive with the
door glued shut that erases the disk if the pov{er's turned off. Doesn't that
sound appealing? 0f course, the big advantage is speed. Memory is considerably

faster than a flisk.

FAST LOAD
Along with MEMDISK, you get the programs MEMC0PY and FAST LOAD. Let's
consider the FAST L0AD program first. The way DOS 3.2.1 and DOS 3.3 load
prognams is, shall we say, "inefficient". FAST L0AD writes a faster loading
algorithm over the D0S. Thus, BLOAD, Applesoft L0AD, and Integer L0AD become
significantly faster. You can try it now, whether you have 128K or not. Just
type BRUN FAST LOAD. After it runs, tny loading a program, and you'I1 see the
d'ifference. Conservation of Difficulty requires that you lose something to gain
the increase in speed, and you do. The FAST LOAD routine is written over the
INIT command. Thus, while using FAST L0AD, you cannot initialize a disk. FAST
LOAD will stay in memory until you erase the DOS or reboot. FAST LOAD real1y
has nothing to do wjth the Processor Card and Memory Card, we just provide it
because it makes MEMDISK run even mone impressively faster than a regular disk.
You can use it even without a Processor Card. But you can't use it with DOS 3.1
or DOS 3.2; on'ly with DOS 3.2.L or DOS 3.3

USING MEMDISK
let's get back to MEMDISK. It, too, works with DOS 3.2.I or DOS 3.3 (not
DOS 3.1 or DOS 3.2). To use it, you do have to have a Processor Card and a
Memory Card with 128K. Type RUN MEMDISK. The program asks "AD8p88 SL0T?".
Type in the slot number of the Processor Card, and press return. Don't use the
slot numben of the Memory Card. (In fact, the slot number of the Memory Card
never matters. The Apple can't access it--you may have noticed there are only a
few fingers on the card edgs, just enough to get power and pass the "daisy
chains" through.) If the program responds with "ADl28K NOT PRESENT" you don't
have 128K. If it doesn't print this message, the memory disk is set up.
Let's say you have your Processor Card in slot 3 and your disk drive in
slot 6. After running MEMDISK and telling it slot 3, you can pretend you have a
disk drive in slot 3. First, you need to initialize it. Load an Integer or
Applesoft BAslc program from youn disk (or just type a short one in), and type
INIT HELLO,S3 (if you're using slot 3 for the Processor Card, otherwise fill in
the correct slot number). You can use any program name if you like rather than
Now

MEMDISK 4.?

Memory Card

HELL0. You'll notice that INIT is a little faster when using MEMDISK. Type
CATAL0G and you'1l see the catalog of the memony disk. You'l1 notice that Dl and
D2 contain the same catalog; you can refer to the memory disk as either Dl or
D2 (unless you're using the fabled AD512K cand, in which case Dl and D2 are
different "drives").
Always be sure to either INIT the memory disk or copy into it with MEMC0PY
(coming up soon) before attempting to CATAL0G it or otherwise use it. Things
best not mentioned 'in polite company may happen otherwise.
Nearly all standand programs can work with the memory d'isk iust as if it
were a regular disk. There are some differences, most of'which are because the
memory disk holds only 32 tracks 'instead of 35. The 3 tracks not stored are the
boot-up tracks, so you can't boot-up from the memory disk. You can't copy onto it
or from it with Apple's copy programs. You can use FID. You can MUFFIN to it,
but not from it. You can, of course, use FAST L0AD to speed up operations even
more. And, for reasons clear only to the mightiest of pnogrammers, you can use
INIT even while using FAST LOAD (yet if you try to use the non-existent INIT
command on a regular disk, you'll get I/0 ERROR).
If you wish to use the memory disk as a temporary stonage disk, simply run
MEMDISK and then use the INIT command. Now you can save and load programs to
your heart's content. But keep in mind that when the power goes off, evenything
on the memony disk is lost. So it may be convenient to load anything you want
when you're finished from the memory disk and save it on a regu'lar d'isk.

MEMCOPY
Usually, you'11 probably want to copy a disk full of pnograms from a
regular disk onto the memory disk, use the memory disk as you would have used
the regu'lar disk, and then copy the memory disk back onto your regu'lan disk so
the information will be available next time you turn your Apple on. This is
easily done with the MEMC0PY program. MEMC0PY can be used only after the
memory disk is set up (using MEMDISK). Here's how you use it. Type RUN MEMCOPY.
It prints "AD8p88 MEMORY DISK C0PY PR0GRAM" and "AD8p88 SL0T?" (fam'iliar
question?). Type in the slot number of the Processor Card and press neturn. The
program prints "APPLE DISK SL0T (6)?". If your disk is in slot 6, just press
return. Otherwise, type in the appropriate slot number and press return. The
program prints "APPLE DISK DRIVE NUMBER (1)?", press return fon drive 1 or type
in the desired drive number and press return. The program now pnints "(1) L0AD
DISK FR0M APPLE DISK" and "(2) STORE MEM0RY DISK T0 APPLE DISK". To copy
your regular disk into the memory disk, type 1 and press return. You don't have
to INIT the memory disk before copying into with MEMCOPY. you wanted to
write the memory disk contents to a regular disk, you would select option 2. In
MEMORY

it

If

this case, you must have used INIT on the memory disk at some point (after
running

MEMDISK)

or

anything coherent

have copied into

to

jt

with option 1; otherwise there wouldn't be
read from the memory disk and write onto your regular
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TIPS
Actua'lly, you don't have to INIT or MEMC0PY the memory disk each time you
boot up, a'lthough you do have to rerun MEMDISK each time you boot. As long as
you havent turned off the Apple (or run a program which uses the 128K memory
for some other purpose), the programs will still be in the memory. Running
MEI4DISK will allow you to access them again after rebooting. However, be careful
not to use the memory disk without using INIT or MEMCOPY again after rebooting
if you boot to. a different operating system. If, for example, you boot from DOS
3.2.L and use MEMDISK and MEMCOPY to copy the disk into the memory disk, and
then boot up from DOS 3.3 and run MEMDISK, you would still be able to catalog
the memory disk even though it is in DOS 3.2.I format and you're running DOS
3.3. You could even load programs. However, saving programs (or otherwise
writing to the memory disk) would not work proper'ly. Likewise, using MEMCOPY to
copy the memory disk onto a regular dis.k while running a different operating
system than the memory disk was created with would not be wise. The resulting
regular disk would not work properly.
Remember that the MEMDISK program is lost when you reboot. If you're
rebooting to the same operating system, you can just run MEMDISK again to
continue using the contents of the memory disk. If you don't run MEMDISK after
you reboot, the DOS will try to use the Processor Card as a regular disk
controller. You'll want to avoid that. Fortunate'ly, you can run MEMDISK even jf
the MEMDISK program hasnt been lost; so you might as well run MEMDISK if there's
any doubt about whether or not you've run it since you last rebooted.
And of course, MEMC0PY cant be used to load a copy-protected disk into the
memory disk. You'll want to enjoy running programs supplied on copy-protected
disks from your regular disk drive--at the regular speed. Relax. Have some
popcorn!

AUTO SLOT
The MEMDISK program can be set to use a particular slot when it is run
rather than ask you for the AD8988 slot. This would be desirable if you're not
going to move the Processor Card from slot to slot frequently. As an example,
let's assume your Processor Card is in'slot 3. To set MEMDISK to use only slot 3
you would type:
]FP

ILoRo

MEMDTSK

lLrsT rp

10 SLOT = 8
ll0 SL0T = 3
]SRVE MEMDISK

(the computer prints this line and the

I

prompts)

MEMDISK 4-4
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Now when you run MEMDISK, it won't ask for the AD8p88 slot. To go back to
normal (with MEMDISK asking for the slot number), put the SL0T = 3 back to SL0T
= 8, using the same procedure as above.

AUTO SLOT FOR MEMCOPY
Likewise,

MEMCOPY

is slightly different.
]FP
ILOAD

can be set to not ask for the AD8088 slot. The procedure
Again, assuming the Processor Card is in slot 3, you type:

MEMCOPY

lLrsT tp
lP MSL0T = 8:MDRV = 1
llP MSL0T = 3:MDRV = 1
]SNVE

MEMCOPY

"MSL0T" is the slot of the memory .d'isk (that
"MDRV" is the assumed drive number. Using

is, the slot. of the Processor Card).
the AD512K card, Vou could change

this to 2 to use drive 2 (or to 3 to have MEMC0PY ask which drive you wish to
use). Using the AD128K, you should leave it as 1. If you list line 29 as we1l,
you'll notice it reads 2p DSL0T = 6:DDRV = 1. This sets the assumed slot and
drive number of the Apple drive. MEMCOPY always asks for the Apple drive's slot
and drive number; this line just changes what you get if you only press return.
When chang'ing lines 10 and/or 29, be sure to start by typing FP and loading the
program. Retype the line(s) exactly as shown, replacing only the numbers. The
length of the lines must not be changed.

SETTING UP MEMDISK YOURSELF
You can have your own program set up MEMDISK automatically. First, poke
the slot number of the AD8088 card times 16 into memory location 6. Next, BRUN
MEMDISK.B. For example, in an Applesoft program for a 48K Apple with the AD8p88
card in slot 3, you could use:
lp P0KE 6,48 : PRINT CHR$(4);"BRUN MEMDISK.B,A37888"
In this example, your program must not use any string variables before the above
line is executed, because the MEMDISK.B program is loaded into the string
variable area. The MEMDISK.B program can be loaded into any memory area that
doesn't conflict with anything else and where 509 bytes are available (just
substitute the appropriate address after the ",A" in the BRUN command).
You can also use the MEMCOPY program. Finst, poke values into memory
locations 6 through 9. Put the slot number times 16 of the disk to be read in
location 6, and the drive number of the disk to be read ,in location 7. Likewise,
put the slot number times 16 of the disk to be written to in location 8, and its
drive number in location 9. Then BRUN MEMC0PY.B. For example, to copy a regular
disk (slot 6 drive 1) into the memory disk just set up with line lp (above), at
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slot 3, add:
29 P0KE 6,96: P0KE 7,1

:

P0KE

8,48

:

POKE

9,1

:

PRINT CHR$(4);"BRUN

MEMCOPY.B,A37888"

To copy back, just switch the slot and drive numbers around:
P0KE 6,48 : P0KE 7,L: P0KE 8,96 : P0KE 9,1 : PRINT CHR$(4);"BRUN

MEMCOPY.

B,A37888''

lines can be used either before you use any string variables, or after you
dont plan to use string variables in the program any more (again, because they
erase the string variable memory area). Like MEMDISK.B, MEMCOPY.B can be run at
any memory arga where sPP bytes are available.
FAST LOAD can be used just like MEMDISK.B or MEMC0PY.B, except no pokes
These

ane needed.

5 PRINT CHR$(4);"BRUN FAST 10AD,A37888"
You can run FAST L0AD either before or aften using MEMDISK. (0f course, MEMDISK
will load faster you've already run FAST L0AD.) Again, you can use FAST L0AD
at any memory area where 599 bytes ane available.
These programs can easily be moved to another disk. Fon example, load
on the
MEMDISK.B into memory by typing BLOAD MEMDISK.B,A37888 and then save
desined disk by typing BSAVE MEMDISK.B,A37888,L509 (a8K is required to'load at
this address). MEMC0PY.B and FAST L0AD can be moved in the same fashion, using
the same "A" and rrLrr.numb'ers. Remember you must have a label that reads
"MEMDISK @ 1982 by ALF" (or whatever program, or a list of program names
you plan to se11 your
need be) on any disk you put these programs on.

if

it

jf

program and wish to include any on a'll
sold, contact ALF for a 'l'icense agreement.

If

of these programs

on the disks

to

be

SUMMARY
There's an old stony about a race between a tortoise and a hare. Today
they're cal'led turtles and rabbits. The hane, a much faster runner than the
torto'ise, was very confident and spent a lot of tjme showing off. The tortoise,
though much slower, kept at the task constantly. In the usual perverse manner of
fables, the tortoise eventually won the nace through sheer persistence; running
the course in less time than the much faster hare. Too bad that doesn't work

for

computers.
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MEMORY ALLOCATION
ADDRESS

FUNCT ION

9999p-9p7FF
p0899-prFFF
p290p-pFFFF

0n-board

Lqppp-LFFFF
zpupp-zFFFF
3ppp9-3FFFF
49999-4FFFr
spppp-5FFFF
6p999-7FFFF
89ppp-BFFFF

RAM.

0ptional on-board RAM.
Reserved.

Apple memory.
Expansion port.

C999P-FEFFF

Reserved.
64K of AD128K (part of
256K
(part
2.nd 64K of AD128K
of
256K
Znd hal of
256K of AD512K.
Znd 256K of AD512K.
Reserved.

FF99P-FFFFF

0n-board

lst

f

lst
lst

lst

of AD512K).
of AD512K).

PR0M.

ON.BOARD RAM D(PANSION
The AD128K Memory Card can accept 64K or 128K bytes of memony. Each 64K
consists of eight 64K by 1 bit memony chips, number 4164 with an access time of
159 nanoseconds or 1ess, using either 128 or 256 element refresh.

COMPONENT LAYOUT
bc
7415375

d

74SC373

741532

9

8288

d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1
---4164

d0

e

j

741S74

74SC373

f
8203

n

hi
8087

8088

741S08

k7 k5 k5 k4 k3 k2 kl
---4164

k0

n

741S04

l.al
EE
EE HHHHHH

l5ll5l

5[EE[!
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15A
i--Te-vr

=?==

r

...
22 placcc =.ruF

A16

A17/54

A

18/55 All

roRc
ATOWC
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Memory Card

F-o

WF
A16
A15
A14

A13
A12

All
A10

A9
A8
AD7
AD6
AD5

AD4
AD2

ADl

202
sQ5
707
BoaB

pin 14 dl,

14
7-

to pin 2 d2,k2

"
rr
"

kl

"
rr
"

d7rk7

,,

d5,k5

d4rk4
d6, k6

BANK

1

do

i;

d5, k5
d3, k3

A3
A4

d7,k7

A7

tt

d6, k6

"
"

d4,k4
d1,

kl

DOUT

similarly
eight
times

BANK

O

ko;
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